
 Merit Badge Program 
 

Our base camp program offers a variety of merit badges designed for all age levels within the Scouting 

program. First-year campers should consider the Goin’ Great area to achieve many of the Tenderfoot through 

First Class rank requirements. 
 

Merit Badge sign-ups are completed online. Beginning April 1, 2020, if your unit is current on payments (2/3 of 
total bill is paid), you can log into your unit account on the camp website to select your Scout’s program 

choices. There will be an opportunity on Sunday upon arrival to make corrections to schedules as needed. See 
Page 11 for Merit Badge Registration Details! 
 

Merit badges are taught in group sessions. It is advised that the Scoutmaster check with their Scouts that are 

working on merit badges and review the requirements to ensure that the individual Scout has satisfactorily 
completed the work before leaving camp. If a Scout has satisfied certain requirements prior to coming to 
camp, they should give their counselor a signed form from the Scoutmaster stating which requirements have 
been completed. 
 

Scoutmasters will receive signed rosters of completed requirements for each merit badge. Blue cards are not 
used. If your unit uses the blue cards, you will need to keep the rosters and put Camp Daniel Boone on the 
blue card as the location where they received the badge. The Scoutmaster has the final approval on all merit 
badges. Scouts are suggested to bring a merit badge book for the merit badges they are taking for referencing. 
They can use a book from the troop library or purchase one at their local Scout store. Scoutmasters are 
encouraged to challenge Scouts to make sure they can talk about what they are learning in MB classes. 
 

Each individual must complete every requirement themselves. We strive to ensure each Scout has a positive 
learning experience while at camp. Several merit badges have a recommended age. This is a recommendation 
from Camp Daniel Boone. We have found certain merit badges are generally suited for older Scouts, but in no 
way will we refuse to allow Scouts younger than the recommendation to attempt these merit badges unless 
BSA standards say otherwise. 
 

IMPORTANT – Study merit badge requirements carefully to determine what requirements you may not be able 
to complete at camp and try to complete it before you come to camp. Bring written proof if you complete 
requirements ahead of time to receive credit. These requirements are included in this guide on the pages that 
follow. 
 

Be sure each Scout receives written proof of all advancement completed before leaving camp. It is much easier 

to track paperwork while we are all still at camp. 
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 Daily Program Schedule 
 
 
 

 

7:15AM…………………A BREAKFAST 
 

8:00AM…………………MORNING FLAG ASSEMBLY 
 

8:15AM…………………B BREAKFAST 
 

9:00AM…………………MERIT BADGE SESSION 1 
 

9:15AM………………...SCOUTMASTER COFFEE 
 

10:00AM……………….MERIT BADGE SESSION 2 
 

11:00AM……………….MERIT BADGE SESSION 3 
 

12:10PM……………….A LUNCH 
 

12:45PM……………….SPL MEETING 
 

12:50PM……………….B LUNCH 
 

1:45PM…………………MERIT BADGE SESSION 4 
 

3:00PM…………………MERIT BADGE SESSION 5 
 

4:15PM…………………OPEN PROGRAM TIME (MERIT BADGE MAKE-UPS) 
 

5:45PM…………………A DINNER 
 

6:30PM…………………EVENING FLAG ASSEMBLY 
 

6:45PM…………………B DINNER 
 

7:3OPM………….…….FREE-TIME ACTIVITIES (UNTIL 8:30PM) 
 

10:30PM……………….LIGHTS OUT 
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 Aquatics Merit Badges 
 

BSA LIFEGUARD 
 

Required Age: 15 (This is also open to leaders) 
This is a rigorous program that certifies a Scout to be a Lifeguard. Scouts are required to spend several hours a 
day (between 10:00am and 5:00 P.M.) in the Aquatics area. Physical strength, stamina, and the mental 
discipline to handle a great deal of written work is required. This program is recommended only for older 
Scouts and strong swimmers. American Red Cross First Aid and CPR / AED for the Professional Rescuer, or 
equivalent training courses from recognized agencies are required to complete the course. You must bring 
proof of current certifications in these areas to camp with you or the BSA Lifeguard card cannot be issued. 

 

CANOEING 
 

All Ages 
This is an excellent merit badge to introduce boating to Scouts. While good physical strength and stamina adds 
to the experience, almost anyone can enjoy their time in a canoe once they understand the techniques. Scouts 
should bring a bathing suit and a towel to participate in this session. 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL SWIM 
 

All Ages 
Thousands of young men have learned to swim in Lake Allen. If your Troop has Scouts that wish to learn how to 
swim, or simply want to improve their technique, our staff will be available for training during the 4:00-5:30 
open program session. 

 

KAYAKING 
 

Required Age: 14 (Open to Leaders) 
Prerequisites: Swimming Merit Badge, Canoeing Merit Badge, pass the BSA Swimmers test. 
Students will learn proper care and maintenance of equipment, flat-water and white-water paddling skills, and 
more advanced techniques such as the Eskimo Roll. To participate in the class, Scouts are required to be at least 
14 years of age, have canoeing and swimming merit badges, and be physically fit. Personal wet suits, shorties 
and river shoes may be used. 

 

LIFESAVING 
 

Recommended Age: 12 
Prerequisite: Swimming Merit Badge 
This is a challenging merit badge that requires physical strength, stamina and decision-making ability. Scouts 
must bring long pants, a long-sleeved button-down shirt, and shoes that can be wet. 
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MILE SWIM 
 

Recommended Age: 13, Adults Welcome 
For the ultimate test of physical fitness and swimming ability in the BSA, the session will work up to the mile 
every day by building endurance through supervised training sessions. Successful swimmers are recognized 
at Friday night’s campfire. 

 

ROWING 
 

All Ages 
Rowing has long been recognized as one of the best activities for developing strength and muscle tone in the up-
per body. This session will teach the proper techniques and safety procedures for this sport. Scouts should bring 
a swimming suit and a towel for this class. 

 

SWIMMING 
 

All Ages 
One of the first Eagle-required merit badges that Scouts should attempt, swimming is taught in the heat of the 

afternoon at Lake Allen. Participants should bring shoes, socks, swimwear, long pants, belt, and a long-sleeved shirt 

that can get wet, and they should bring a pair of swim trunks or swimsuit and a towel to every class. 

 

POLAR BEAR SWIM 
 

All Ages – This is a fun activity, no award will be presented! 
Enjoy an early morning swim in the exhilarating waters of Lake Allen. Polar Bear Swim will be offered one 

morning a week at 6:30 AM. A Polar Bear Plunge Patch is given to all who survive, oops, we mean, participate. 
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 Ecology Merit Badges 
 
 

BIRD STUDY 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn about the different species of Birds and the different songs and sounds of local bird 
species. Scouts will develop a journal for effective bird study. Requirements 5 & 6 will most likely not be 
able to be completed while at camp. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
 

Recommended Age: 14 
Scouts will learn about ecosystems and how animals and plants play an equal role in maintaining the delicate 
balance of nature. We will conduct experiments to demonstrate how the removal of vegetation affects water 
run-off as well as others. Scouts should make sure to bring paper and pencil. 

 

FISHING 
 

All Ages  

Scouts learn about fishing equipment and techniques. Scout will have the opportunity to catch, clean and cook 
a fresh trout. Requirement # 9 may not be completed at camp. 

 

FISH & WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn about conservation techniques for natural resources such as responsible use of land and 
protection of wildlife. The course will also cover hunting and fishing laws, and ways that individuals can make 
a difference in the world through conservation. 

 

FORESTRY 
 

All Ages – Cost: $5 paid at Cradle of Forestry for guided tour 
Scouts learn forest management techniques and visit the Cradle of Forestry – the first Forestry school in the world. 

They also learn to identify trees and other plants as well as learn the forests role in the overall ecosystem. 

 

GEOLOGY 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will explore the study of the earth. Learn about volcanoes, fossils, rocks and minerals here on planet Earth. 
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INSECT STUDY 
 

All ages 
Prerequisite: Req. 7 
Scouts will learn about the different species of insects in our area, they will be able to identify and name 
the parts of an insect. Students will make a journal of observations. 

 

MAMMAL STUDY 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will practice techniques to study mammals in the wild. They will learn how to identify footprints left by 
mammals, how populations influence others, and how the animal kingdom is classified. They will also 
participate in a project to build a habitat for mammals. 

 

PULP & PAPER 
 

Required Age: 14 
This class will cover the history of papermaking, how paper is made, and how paper products are used in our 
society. The highlight of the week is a trip to the Blue Ridge Paper Mill in Canton, NC. Long pants and closed-
toed shoes are required for this trip. Scouts under 14 cannot complete the merit badge. The age limit is based 
on Paper mill rules. 

 

REPTILE & AMPHIBIAN STUDY 
 

All Ages 
Prerequisite: Requirement 8  

This session will cover the habits of and differences between reptiles and amphibians. In addition to learning 
the role these animals play in our ecosystem, Scouts will learn how to identify different types of reptiles and 
amphibians. 

 

SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn how to preserve natural resources and how to lessen their impact on the ecosystem by 
learning how to prevent erosion. They will participate in an erosion control project during the week to allow 
them to observe erosion control in action. 

 

OCEANOGRAPHY 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will explore the science and career opportunities of ocean- based research. Learn about ocean 
currents and the ecosystems that make up over 70% of the earth’s surface. 
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 Handicraft Merit Badges 
 
 

ART & SCUPTURE 
 

All Ages 
While taking the Art Merit Badge, Scouts will learn to create art using a variety of mediums. Great for new 
scouts looking to express their creativity! Additionally, the Sculpture Merit Badge introduces scouts to another 
type of artistic expression and they will have the opportunity to make clay sculptures. The Sculpture Merit 
Badge can be completed by the end of the week, however, requirement #6 of the Art Merit Badge cannot be 
completed at camp. 

 

BASKETRY 
 

All Ages – Cost: $20.00 
Scouts will learn about the glorious world of basketry, including different types of weaves and baskets. They 

will purchase, create, and take home two baskets, in addition to weaving a chair. 

 

INDIAN LORE 
 

All Ages – Cost: $20.00 
Through this exciting, hands-on merit badge, Scouts will discover numerous aspects of the Native American culture. 

Playing games, speaking the language, singing songs, listening to legends, or creating and building items similar to 

those utilized by our ancestors are just a few ways that participants will learn about Western North Carolina’s oldest 

residents. Some will focus on Cherokee culture, and some groups will focus on Shawnee culture. 

 

LEATHERWORK 
 

All Ages – Cost: $20.00 
The class will learn where leather comes from, how it is used, how to tan, cure, and finish it, and how to take 
care of it. Scouts will also get an opportunity to create their own leather souvenir. 
 
 

WOODCARVING 
 

All Ages – Cost: $25.00 
A timeless merit badge, this skill will serve you for a lifetime. Learn the best wood to carve, the tools to use, 
and how to carve correctly, then plan and carve two projects to take home. The kit includes a carving knife. 
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 Leadership Merit Badges 
 

CITIZENSHIP IN THE NATION 
 

Recommended Age: 12 
Prerequisites: Requirement (chose one): 2a, 2b or 2c 
Learn about the rights and responsibilities of being a citizen in the United States. Dig deeper into the founding 

documents such as the bill of rights and the constitution. Learn about some famous speeches and historical sites. 

Participants should bring the contact information for their US Senators and Congressman with them to camp. 

 

CITIZENSHIP IN THE WORLD 
 

Recommended Age: 13 
Scouts learn about the meaning of global citizenship and the relationship between nations and world 
organizations. This course requires a high level of maturity and participation. Scouts will also get to visit with 
a Scout from another country. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 
 

Recommended Age: 13 
Prerequisites: Requirements 5, 7 & 8 
During this session, Scouts will participate in several written and oral activities designed to strengthen their 

communication skills. Scouts that prepare some material before camp will find it easier to complete this badge. 

 

DISABILITIES AWARENESS 
 

All Ages 
In addition to focusing on disability education and public planning, this class provides a lot of hands on 
opportunities. Activities include playing games designed for individuals with disabilities and touring the camp 
looking at different facilities and discussing ways that they could be improved. Requirement 2 is not completed 
at camp. Please bring evidence of completion for this requirement with you. Requirement 4 has options that 

require visiting 2 different locations. We will visit the Scout event or campsite. Please bring evidence that a 2nd 
visit was completed. 

 

LAW 
 

All Ages 
Prerequisite: Requirement 4 
Scouts will learn the basics of what it is to be a lawyer. They will learn about famous trials, talk to a lawyer, learn 
about basic laws, and conduct a mock trial in class. Please bring evidence of prerequisite completion with you to 
Camp. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH 
 

All Ages 
Prerequisites: Requirement 7 
This badge focuses on public health, disease prevention, and waste management. Requirement 7 cannot 
be completed at camp. Please bring evidence of prerequisite completion with you to Camp. 

 

PUBLIC SPEAKING 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn how to be a better presenter. This merit badge is intended for the Scouts that are 
not comfortable in speaking in front of audiences to join. Scouts will learn how to give a speech, 
make a presentation, talk impromptu in front of a class, and learn how to run a meeting. 
 

SALESMANSHIP 
 

Recommended Age: 13 – Cost: $10.00 (Scouts will earn this back and then some!) 
Explore the world of sales. Learn what it takes to be an effective salesman. What are the responsibilities of 
a salesman? Scouts will obtain experience selling items at camp. 

 

TRAIL TO EAGLE 
 

All Ages 
This is a non-credit program in which participants discuss the Eagle Scout Project requirements and how to 
fill out the workbook. Changes to the Eagle Workbook beginning in January 2019 will be covered. They will 
also discuss the Eagle Scout Application and what it means to be an Eagle Scout. This 2-day session will be 
offered during free time on Monday and Tuesday.  
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 Scoutcraft Merit Badges 
 

BACKPACKING 
 

Recommended age: 13 
Prerequisites: Requirements 8c-11 
This badge focuses on camping on the trail. Scouts will learn how to prepare and plan for an extended trek in 
the wilderness including factors such as safety, weather, map reading, water treatment, gear selection, route 
planning, and food selection/storage. 
 
 

CAMPING 
 

All Ages 
Prerequisites: Requirements 3, 4b, 5e, 7b, 8d, 9a, 9b 
This badge is intended to introduce all Scouts to camping skills. Participants will be expected to plan a campout 
and show that they are packed and ready to go on a camping trip. Camping requirements 3, 4b, 5e, 7b, 8d and  

9a are not completed at camp, although a Scouts week at CDB does count towards the 20 days and nights for 9a. 
Requirement 9b can be completed at camp IF Scouts attend extra free time activity involving a 1000ft elevation 
change hike and rappelling from a 30ft climbing wall. *Please note that this Merit Badge cannot be completed at 
Camp! 

 

COOKING 
 

Recommended age: 13 – 2-hour class periods - Cost: $15.00 
Prerequisites: Wash your hands 
This badge will teach a Scout to plan, prepare, and cook meals in camping, home, and backpacking 
environ-ments. 

 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 
 

Recommended Age: 13 
Prerequisites: First Aid Merit Badge, 2c, 8b 
Scouts will learn to take care of themselves, their families, and complete strangers in case of emergencies. This is an 

advanced merit badge, resulting in increased confidence in the event of catastrophic events. For requirement 8b 

please bring a completed personal emergency service pack, as well as one meant for your family. Time permitting, 

this may be started in class. Requirement 2c should be completed prior to attending summer camp. 

 

FIRST AID 
 

All Ages 
Scout will be instructed in basic first-aid. The group will cover identification of injuries, and then treatments such 

as splinting, bandaging, and basic CPR. Requirement 5 should be completed prior to camp and brought for 

approval. Time may be spent outside of class completing this using troop supplies if necessary. 
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GEOCACHING 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn about GPS Units, geocaching in the US. They will learn how to hide and document a geocache 
as well as find geocaches around CDB. 

 

ORIENTEERING 
 

All Ages 
Learn to use a map and compass to find your way. Plan your own orienteering course and complete it with 
other Scouts. Teach members of your troop about orienteering and complete courses around camp. Scouts 
should bring a compass. 

 

PIONEERING 
 

Recommended Age: 13 
Prerequisites: basic knowledge of required knots, lashings, and splicing. 
Learn how to use rope and spars to build useful items such as bridges or tables. Learn advanced knots and 
how to make rope. Scouts should familiarize themselves with the required knots. Splicing is also a challenge 
for some Scouts and it cannot be guaranteed that the badge will be totally completed. However, if Scouts are 
willing to spend additional free time with the counselor, it is likely they will finish. 

 

SCOUTING HERITAGE 
 

All Ages  

This merit badge provides rich, hands on history and an overview of how Scouting has changed since Baden 
Powell began to bring his vision to reality. Access to vintage gear and written Scouting history is provided. 

 

SEARCH AND RESCUE 
 

Recommended age: 13 
Scouts will learn the basics of searches and rescues, Incident command systems, and search techniques. The 
class will also participate in a mock scenario during class. 

 

SIGNS, SIGNALS, AND CODES 
 

All Ages 
How can you communicate if talking is not an option? What if the person you are addressing cannot hear you? 
This merit badge offers alternate ways to communicate exploring Morse code, semaphore, American Sign 
Language, braille, and hand signals used in a variety of settings. There is a ‘hiking’ requirement, so please be 
ready to walk at least one mile. 

 

WILDERNESS SURVIVAL 
 

Recommended Age: 12 
Prerequisites: Requirement 5  
Learn how to survive in several different survival situations. Learn how to prioritize, keep warm, signal for help, get found 
and find safe drinking water. Scout should bring their survival kit (req. 5) with them to camp. We strongly 
recommend that Scouts earn the Camping Merit Badge before attempting this badge. There is an overnight requirement. 
This may be completed at camp, however it is not for the faint of heart and obviously requires time spent outside of Class.  
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 Shooting Sports 
 

ARCHERY 
 

All Ages – Cost: $10.00 
Learn to make a bowstring and an arrow. Practice shooting and improve your accuracy. Scouts must shoot a 
score high enough to qualify for the merit badge. NO personal bows or personal ammunition are to be brought 
to Camp. 

 

RIFLE SHOOTING 
 

All Ages – Cost: $20.00 
Session is 2 hours long. 
Learn basic rifle safety and shooting skills. Participants must shoot well enough to qualify for merit badge 
completion. Requirement 2, Option A is the only option available at CDB. First year campers with no previous 
shooting experience are discouraged from attempting this badge. NO personal rifles or personal ammunition 
are to be brought to camp. 

 

SHOTGUN SHOOTING 
 

Recommended Age: 13 – Cost: $30.00 
Shotgun shooting is a both physically and mentally challenging merit badge. It teaches Scouts not only how to 
shoot, but how to shoot safely. They will learn about different types of shotguns, ammunition, and targets. NO 
personal shotguns or personal ammunition are to be brought to camp. The recommended age is due to the 
recoil of the shotgun with potential bruising and trouble handling the gun for younger Scouts.  
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S.T.E.M. Merit Badges 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math! 

 

 

ARCHEOLOGY 
 

All Ages 
An opportunity for Scouts to learn about the study of human cultures through the recovery, documentation and 
analysis of material remains and environmental data, including architecture, artifacts, biofacts, human remains, 
and landscapes. 

 

ARCHITECTURE & DRAFTING 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn about the thought and planning involved in designing structures and learn how to 
accurately scale drawings of structures.  
Drafting is a highly refined form of drawing used to communicate ideas to engineers, architects, and 

craftspeople. In earning this badge, Scouts learn the importance of accuracy and simplicity in developing a 
drawing that shows precise details in a simple format. Please note that Requirement 3 cannot be completed 
at Camp! 

 

CHEMISTRY 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn about chemical reactions, build a Cartesian diver, and learn about uses of chemicals 
in commercial and industrial uses. 

 

 

MOVIE MAKING 
 

All Ages 
Learn about the elements of a good movie. Create a story line and learn to use filming equipment. Film your story 
and learn about career opportunities in the cinematography world. Please bring a video camera or cell phone for 
filming. 

 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY & PROGRAMMING 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will become familiar with digitized storage, the difference between lossy and lossless data, 
compression and digital devices and their uses. They will learn about computers, mobile devices, gaming 
consoles, and computer networks and purposes. Scouts will also investigate malware and protection of digital 
devices and information. 
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ELECTRICITY & ELECTRONICS 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn how we generate, transmit, and use electricity. Then, Scouts will learn how electricity is used 
in Electronic devices. Requirements 2, 8, and 9A of the Electricity Merit Badge must be completed at home. 

 

GAME DESIGN 
 

All Ages 
Scouts will learn about the basic concepts behind the creation of game play. Scouts will test theories by 
creating and participating in games. 

 

NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
 

All Ages  

Nuclear science gives us a simple explanation of the natural world. The ultimate goal of nuclear science is to 
find out if there is one fundamental rule that explains how matter and forces interact. Earning the Nuclear 
Science merit badge is a chance for Scouts to learn about this exciting field at the cutting edge of science today. 
Requirement 4 will not be completed at camp. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
 

All Ages 
Scouts must bring their own digital camera. Any cheap digital camera will do. Cell phones are allowed, but 
discouraged because they lack the settings available on a real camera. Disposable cameras are highly 
discouraged (If a Scout brings a disposable camera, the Scout will need 4 to 5 of them because the class will 
take 150 to 200 pictures). Scouts will learn how different elements affect picture quality, the basic parts of a 
camera, produce a story using pictures, and create a slide show focusing on a single topic of the Scout’s choice.  

 

ROBOTICS 
 

All ages  

Earning the Robotics merit badge requires a Scout to understand how robots move (actuators), sense the 
environment (sensors), and understand what to do (programming); he should demonstrate robot design 
in building a robot. You should help ensure that the Scout has sufficiently explored the field of robotics to 
understand what it is about, and to discover whether this may be a field of interest for him as a career. 

 

SPACE EXPLORATION 
 

All Ages – Cost: $20.00 
Scouts learn about the how and why of mankind’s journey into outer space. They have an opportunity to build, 
launch, and recover a model rocket. The class also encourages creative thinking towards outer space and 
involves designing an unmanned space mission and a manned base on another planet. 
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Stockton Farms 
Earn the Horsemanship and Animal Science Merit Badges on a real, working farm! 

 

Located just 15 minutes away from Camp Daniel Boone, Stockton Farms provides unique opportunities to earn 

the Horsemanship and Animal Science Merit Badges! 

 

HORSEMANSHIP MERIT BADGE 
 

All Ages 
If any of your Scouts do not have their merit badge in Horsemanship or Animal Science this is a great 
opportunity to earn these badges. These badges can be earned during their free time. The Horsemanship Merit 
Badge is of-fered on Monday and Wednesday evening between the hours of 7pm and 9pm at Stockton Farms 
which is lo-cated less than 10 minutes from camp. This is a hands-on program. All of the horses are specially 
trained for the Scouts. These are show horses that we use in the program. No experience is required but Scouts 
must attend both sessions to complete the program. Scouts taking this MB cannot participate in the OA call out 
at CDB due to scheduling conflicts. Please plan to provide transportation (to and from the farm) for your Scouts. 
Troops can carpool if desired. If you have any questions, please call Ricky Stockton: (828) 734-2515. 

 

ANIMAL SCIENCE MERIT BADGE 
 

All Ages 
The Animal Science Merit Badge is offered on Tuesday and Thursday evening between the hours of 7pm and 9pm. 

This badge can be earned during their free time. Stockton Farms is located less than 10 minutes from camp. This is a 

HANDS-ON WORKING FARM. The Scouts will be handling poultry, shearing sheep, and working with cattle. Where 

does food come from and what are you eating? Scouts taking this MB cannot participate in the OA call out at CDB 

due to scheduling conflicts. Please plan to provide transportation (to and from the farm) for your Scouts. Troops can 

carpool if desired. If you have any questions, please call Ricky Stockton: (828) 734-2515. 
 

 

PROGRAM COST 
 

$60 to take one class 

$100 to take both 

 

All payments are made 
 

directly to Stockton Farms! 
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 Climbing 
 

 

CLIMBING MERIT BADGE 
 

Recommended Age: 13 
Our Rock Wall (made entirely of natural stone) is the perfect place for Scouts to be introduced to the sport of 
climbing. Participants in the Merit Badge session should have sufficient upper body strength for climbing and 
for belaying other Scouts. 
 

Due to size of the facility, each two hour session is limited to ten participants. The wall looms 40 feet above 

the base platform and nearly 70 feet above the valley floor below. It is a great experience where Scouts can 

build self-confidence while earning the climbing merit badge. 
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Goin’ Great 
Camp Daniel Boone’s First Year Camper Program 

 

Goin’ Great, Camp Daniel Boone’s premier first-year-camper program, is an exciting opportunity for new 
Scouts to earn a significant number of requirements needed for the Tenderfoot, Second Class and First Class 
ranks! The goal of the Goin’ Great program is to help each Scout begin their journey towards the rank of Eagle 
Scout through patrol-based, hands-on skill development. On day 1, Scouts in this program will be broken up 
into patrols and assigned a Patrol guide, who will be their Camp mentors for the week. Together, they will take 
on numerous Scouting challenges and games, develop valuable leadership skills and make memories at Camp 
Daniel Boone that will last a lifetime! 

 

MORNING SESSION 
 

The Morning session, which will take place from 9:00am-11:50am, is designed for Scouts with little-to-no 
Scouting experience that would benefit from a slower-paced learning schedule. This session will focus mainly 
on mastering Tenderfoot and Second Class Skills, while also introducing and practicing First Class skills. 

 

AFTERNOON SESSION 
 

The afternoon session, which will take place from 1:45pm-4:05pm, will operate on a slightly faster-paced 
schedule than the morning session and is designed for your troop's new Scouts that have had some past 
Scouting experience. Campers in the Afternoon session will mostly focus on Second Class and First class skills, 
while also thoroughly reviewing the Tenderfoot requirements. We suggest the afternoon session for Scouts 
that have earned the Arrow of Light. 

 

*Please note that if you have Scouts in the Afternoon Session, they should plan to make up requirements 

for their Friday morning Merit Badge sessions to accommodate the 5-mile hike on Friday morning. 

 

REQUIRED MATERIALS 
 

Water Bottle  

Closed-toe shoes (that fit 

comfortably) Scouts BSA Handbook  

Rain Gear 

Day Bag  

Pen and Paper  

Compass (Optional)  

Personal First Aid Kit (which should include the following items at a minimum)  

5+ Band-Aids Calamine Lotion 
1 Tube of antiseptic cream Tweezers 

Latex Gloves Moleskin 
2 roller bandages Alcohol Swabs 
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GOIN’ GREAT DAILY SCHEDULE 
 

This year, we are taking a new approach to the First Year Camper program. We have combined elements of the 
National Youth Leadership Training, traditional patrol activities, and past Goin’ Great concepts to create our 
new program! Each patrol will be assigned an expertly trained Patrol Guide, who will be their camp mentor for 
the week. While Goin’ Great will be operating on a daily schedule, the patrol guide will have the flexibility to 
structure their patrol’s schedule in a way that will allow each Scout to get the most out of their camp 
experience. 

 

MORNING SESSION   

9:00-9:15am Opening Ceremony  

9:15-11:40am Patrol Time  

11:40-11:50am Daily Bead Ceremony 

 

AFTERNOON SESSION   

1:45-1:55pm Opening Ceremony  

1:55-3:55pm Patrol Time  

3:55-4:05pm Daily Bead Ceremony

On Friday morning, at 9:00am, BOTH Goin’ Great sessions will be completing the 5-mile hike (Second Class 
3b). Your Scout’s safety is our top priority, therefore, assistance from Scoutmasters on this hike is of the utmost 
importance and greatly appreciated. If you have Scouts in the Afternoon session, they will need to make up 
requirements from their Friday Merit Badge classes ahead of time! Please encourage them to use the daily 
Program Time (4:15-5:30pm) to make up these requirements. We pride ourselves on being flexible, so if you 
have any questions or further scheduling conflicts, please consult the Goin’ Great Director before Friday to work 
out accommodations. 

 

BEADING CEREMONIES AND GOIN’ GREAT GRADUATION 
 

At the end of each session, the Scouts in Goin’ Great will be awarded beads to represent their personal 
accomplishments and requirements passed off during the week. At the end of the week, there will be a 
Goin’ Great Graduation, where Individual and Patrol accolades will be awarded. The Goin’ Great Graduation 
will be held at the Goin Great program area. 

 

HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR GOIN’ GREAT EXPERIENCE 
 

We suggest that each troop assign at least one Scoutmaster to check up on their Goin’ Great Scouts nightly to 
ensure that they are satisfied with their understanding of the material taught each day. At the beginning of the 
week, each troop will receive a program schedule that will outline the requirements covered each day. We are 
devoted to making sure that your Scouts understand all the material taught to them throughout the week, so 
our staff will be available during Program Time (4:15-5:30pm, daily) for extra help with any requirements that 
your Scouts may struggle with. 

 

MERIT BADGES 
 

There are NO merit badges earned in Goin Great. Scouts who want to take merit badges can do so, but need 
to sign up independent of the Goin Great program. Scouts can participate in the Goin’ Great morning session 
or afternoon session and use the remaining time available for the merit badge classes of their choice. (Morning 
classes may conflict with the 5-mile hike offered Friday morning for both groups. This hike is required for 
advancement, but can be completed outside of camp).



Boonesboro Village 
Not Just Learning History, but Living It!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Boonesboro Village is a living history program at Camp Daniel Boone. It allows Scouts, Scouters, and parents  

attending CDB to experience life skills and crafts that were common in the late 1700s. Living in 
Boonesboro Village is like staying in the colonial frontier, with an atmosphere and camaraderie that is very dif- 
ferent from most traditional base camp experiences. 
 

Participants will enter the 1770’s Sunday afternoon and experience life as our ancestors knew it until they re-  

turn to the 21st century on Saturday morning. Villagers live in barracks and prepare all of their own meals using 
equipment that was available in the 1770s. Open fire cooking skills are valuable to have but can be 
developed at camp as well. Each resident villager, adults and youth alike, is provided with a period hunting shirt 
(their “Class A” uniform for the week), two craft kits, and the annual Boonesboro patch. All of this is 
included in the cost of the program. 
 

Villagers are able to take base camp merit badges just as base campers are able to make some crafts in the Vil-
lage. Crafts include, but are not limited to, blacksmithing, pottery, many leatherworking projects, knife-

making, black powder shooting. Specialized assistance from our craftspeople will guide you in completing your 
craft, something more advanced and involved than basic kits offered in Base Camp. The craft centers are open 
from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. 
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BEFORE BOONESBORO 
 

How to Pack: Please pack in a single container- or as close as possible. It is NOT a pack-in program. You will 
need the same basics as any other camp- extra clothes, toiletries, flashlight, water bottle, raingear, etc. You will 
be sleeping in a large open barracks style tent called a marquee. You will be sharing that large tent with several 
other (up to 20) Scouts. Mattresses are provided. 

 

Boonesboro Food Preparation: WOOD. FIRE. PRACTICE. These are essential to successful cooking in Boones-
boro. You WILL be cooking over an open fire on cast iron. The food, especially the meat, provided for you is 
raw. To eat well, you must cook well. This is part of the challenge of BV. We suggest you practice cooking, 
starting fires, and chopping wood BEFORE you come to Boonesboro. There will be wood for you to process 
to cook your meals, although some Troops occasionally bring their own. All cooking gear and eating uten-  

sils are provided, but you are welcome to bring your lucky spatula or favorite coffee cup- just don’t leave 
them behind! 

 

BOONESBORO VILLAGE REQUIREMENTS 
 

We strongly suggest that any Scout or Scouter signed up for Boonesboro review the lower rank requirements 
pertaining to wood tools, campfires, cooking and food handling. Having some level of comfort with these 
skills prior to arrival will make your visit much more enjoyable. 

 

MERIT BADGES, inside and outside of Boonesboro- Boonesboro Village offers a few merit badges (Metalwork-
ing, Leatherworking and Pottery are the big three; past classes have included Indian Lore, Rifle Shooting, and 
Wilderness Survival). Many of these classes are either crafts (See Day One below) or have additional costs. 
Due to the location of Boonesboro, campers are able to take any of the merit badges classes offered in  
Base Camp. All they have to do is show up. Adult leaders can also take advantage of any training held in 
Base Camp. HOWEVER, due to the extra work required of Villagers throughout the week, and to budget 
more time to complete the crafts, we suggest that campers do NOT take merit badge clas-  

ses in Base Camp- and if they do, do not fill up their schedules. Boonesboro Craft Centers operate from 9-
5, same as the classes, so budget your time accordingly. 

 

CHECK IN DAY 
 

Drop your gear at the Boonesboro Gear Drop, go on the tour of Base Camp with your troop un- 
til you get to the Health Checks (your ABC Health Forms stay in Base Camp, NOT the Village), skip the swim test 
(you can take it before you swim, IF you decide to swim), and then report to the Boonesboro Demo table to be 
walked up the hill. Your gear will meet you up there. 

 

Once you are in the Village, you’ll receive your longshirt (new Class-A for the week) and medallion (like a dog tag, 

lets us know you are a Villager) and are then assigned to a barracks. The barracks are like patrols for the week. 

The Barracks will be competing with each other throughout the week, with points awarded every day.  

The games change from year to year, but generally include tomahawk throwing, black powder shooting, and 
the Highland Games. 

 

Dinner is served in the Village; there is a short orientation, and then we head down to Base Camp for Sunday 

Evening Flag, Vespers, and Opening Campfire. We return to the village together after Opening Campfire. 
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DAY ONE- Breakfast is served around 7:00. We have our own flag raising at 8:00. Craft sign ups  

start at 9:00. At that time, you’ll receive your craft tickets. These are like money- you have already paid for 
the crafts. You will turn these tickets in to the craftspeople before you start the craft. There is NO pre-
registration system for the crafts, because they change every year. Class sizes exist in some cases. There are 
two categories of crafts- you choose one of each. 

 

BOONESBORO CRAFTS 
 

The available crafts are subject to change, but for reference, here is the list of crafts that 

were available in the 2018 season: 
 

Red Ticket- Category One:  

• Leather Belt (2.5-inch Rendezvous style belt, or Modern 1.5-inch belt)  
• Leather Belt Bag  
• Kilt (traditional Scottish garment)  
• Pottery MB (May be completed at the Pottery Shop, multiple pieces)  
• Knife (Sheath knife, not part of Blacksmithing)  
• Metalworking MB (May be completed at the Blacksmith Forge, multiple pieces, OR single large piece) 

 

White Ticket- Category Two:  

• Medicine Bag (Small decorated bag worn around neck)  
• Slops (Poofy work pants, like what pirates and sailors wore)  
• Pottery Project (a single of pottery)  
• Black Powder Shooting *(15 shots on Range, class included)  
• Blacksmithing Project (single small project)  
• Beaded Wool Bag (small, cloth decorated belt bag)  
• Basketry MB (a more intensive version than Base Camp) 

 

If you are interested in doing more than the two crafts, you certainly can, assuming the craftsperson has room 
in their shop for you- all you need to do is pay the crafts person directly for the materials and instruction. 
Prices range from $5-$25. There is no ATM in camp, so you’ll need cash. The Craft Centers and Craftspeople 
operate like small businesses inside BV, which allows for more in-depth work, and cuts down on sweatshop 
style pro-jects (it’s a sandbox, not building blocks). The crafts in Boonesboro are all custom work- each piece is 
unique to the maker- YOU! 

 

*The Black Powder Shooting Range can NOT qualify for Rifle Shooting Merit Badge, however, you can get a 

par-tial for the Black Powder option. This class is part of the Black Powder Shooting craft option, category two. 
 

*You do not need a ticket from Base Camp or even a craft ticket if you want to shoot- Each shot costs 

one dollar, paid to the Range Officer. This goes for Boonesboro and Base Camp alike. 
 

**For non-Villagers- you may still do some of the Boonesboro crafts. Some crafts are reserved for 

Villagers only, but others can be done simply by paying the specific craftsperson- no ticket is required. 
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TAVERN NIGHTS 
 

The Village closes to Base Campers every day at 5:00pm- this is so we can cook and eat 
dinner. 
On Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, the Village re-opens at 7:30 for a demonstration of a 
primitive skill or history lesson on a specific topic, followed immediately by the opening of 
the root beer Tavern with snacks and tavern games. Everything costs $1, and everyone in 
camp Basecamp, High Adventure, and Boonesboro is invited. Play games, throw tomahawks, 
enjoy the company of your fellow Scouts, all by lamplight until 9:45. If you are musically 
inclined, bring your instrument up to the Boonesboro for Tavern Night and play for a free 
drink. The Village Trading Posts are open as well during this time, but remember, no ATM, so 
bring cash as a rule. 

 

WE ARE EXCITED FOR THE 2020 SEASON OF 
BOONESBORO! 
 

Whether you are camping with us or visiting from Base Camp, we look forward to seeing you 

in Boonesboro Village! Questions about Boonesboro Village can be sent to 

danielboonecouncil@Scouting.org. Put “Boonesboro Village” in the subject line to assure 

your question gets to the right person. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


